Comparing the etiology and treatment of skin fissure in traditional and conventional medicine; a brief review
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Abstract
Dry skin is a common problem which affects wound healing, severity of other skin diseases and quality of life of people. One of its undesirable effects is fissure that is a cutaneous condition in which there is a linear loss of epidermis and dermis with sharply defined, nearly vertical walls. In the present study, we have investigated the etiology of the disease and its treatments in conventional medicine and Iranian Traditional Medicine (ITM). Two traditional medicine references, current scientific data bases and medicinal texts were explored with the selected keywords such as “sheqaq-e-poosti”, “skin fissure” and “dry skin” to find the etiology and treatment of skin fissure. From the view point of both conventional medicine and ITM, dry skin is the cause of skin fissure and some causes of dry skin are similar. In conventional medicine, moisturizers are mainly used for treatment of dry skin; while in ITM some herbs, oils and other natural remedies have been used. A topical dosage form which was called “qeirooti”, a mixture of wax and oil, was used to treat skin fissure in ITM. It comprised of oily ingredients that acted as occlusives and also some herbal components that directly improved dry skin (similar to moisturizers). Components efficacy of traditional dosage forms for treatment of dry skin lead us to study about formulation of “qeirooti” for treatment of dry skin.
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Introduction
Skin is the largest organ in the human body which is an effective barrier between the organism and the outside environment that helps to reduce the risk of physical, biological and chemical damages. It is divided histologically into the stratum corneum (the outer layer) and the dermis [1]. The barrier properties of the skin are mainly localized in the stratum corneum. This layer contains corneocytes that are surrounded by a neutral lipid-enriched intercellular matrix. Fifty percent of the intercellular lipids are ceramides which are effective in maintaining epidermal water. The ceramides, cholesterol and fatty acids affect epidermal permeability barrier. Structural...
and metabolic problems in the epidermis decrease barrier function of the skin [2]. So, special attention should be given to the skin illnesses which are one of the most important human diseases. They occur in all ages and affect 30 to 70 percent of people. Their harmful effects on people's lives include physical disability to death so they cause a huge burden in the global health [3].

Dry skin is a common problem which affects wound healing, severity of other skin diseases and quality of people lives [4]. One of its complications is fissure in which epidermis and dermis are deep cut or cracked. Dryness and chapping are the initial changes and very painful cracks and fissures occur afterwards which cause severe problems.

From the viewpoint of conventional medicine, the cutaneous diseases are divided into two forms, primary lesions and secondary lesions. Most skin diseases begin with a basic lesion that is referred to the primary lesion and the secondary lesions are developed during the evolutionary process of the skin disease or are created by scratching or infection. One of the secondary lesions is skin fissure that is a linear loss of epidermis and dermis with sharply defined, nearly vertical walls and the main factor for its occurring is the dryness of skin [5]. The cutaneous lesions and related diseases have been explained in the Iranian Traditional Medicine as kind of cutaneous edemas and rashes; one of these cases has been referred fissure [6]. The aim of the present study was to compare the etiology and treatment of skin fissure both from the traditional and conventional medicine viewpoints to propose an effective treatment for skin fissure.

**Methods**

Two Iranian Traditional Medicine (ITM) books including "Canon of Medicine" and "Gharabadin-e-kabir" were studied for "sheqaq-e-poosti" which can be translated to "skin fissure". Available scientific data bases such as "PubMed" and "Google Scholar" and medicinal texts were searched with related terms such as; dry skin and fissure. The selected key words were considered to find the etiology and treatment of skin fissure in ITM and conventional medicine.

**Results and Discussion**

*Dry skin from the viewpoint of conventional medicine*

The term of dry skin is the expression of the skin that has a rough, dry or scaly appearance with the possible presence of redness, cracking, or itching [7]. Dry skin can occur due to sun damage, immature cells in the surface of the skin as in psoriasis or genetic changes in the desquamation process, as in atopic dermatitis. If surface corneocytes or intercellular lipids lose their moisture, flexibility of stratum corneum is reduced. Reducing flexibility results in cracking, changing the outer layer and propagating cracks through the stratum corneum barrier. The normal flexing of the damaged skin that has little flexibility increases scaling and cracking [8]. Later, irregular erythematous lines can appear. If pruritus develops, scratching and rubbing resulted in some clinical situations, such as eczema. Initially, the hands, lower legs and dorsal forearms are affected with dry skin [7]. Although the dry skin is not a life-threatening illness, its unpleasant symptoms can reduce the quality of life [9].

To better explain the complexity of dry skin, external factors which may actually induce dry skin must be considered; first of all, the physiology of the stratum corneum layer that is individual keratinocytes joined by complex lipid bilayers. The protein lipid matrix within the keratinocyte needs moisture to be flexible. Lack of moisture in the matrix makes stratum corneum to become stiff and nonpliable, therefore, during the cold and dry weather, microscopic mechanical cracks are created in the skin [8]. Factors such as cold weather or low humidity decrease the water content of stratum corneum. In addition to these factors, exposure to wind and ultraviolet radiation can affect normal skin's barrier function which leads to an increase in
TWEL (transdermal water loss) and dry skin [7,10]. Dry skin most likely has a genetic base where family background plays a role. Diseases such as hypothyroidism or uremia and previous use of certain drugs such as lithium or isotretinoin can induce dry skin. People with chronic diseases may also be troubled by dry skin. Any factor that removes the epidermal barrier of the skin can increase transepidermal water loss and produces dry skin. Organic solvents and harsh detergents which remove the lipid layers of the stratum corneum, can reduce its barrier function [7]. The patients with atopic dermatitis have significantly lower levels of ceramides compared to normal subjects because they have dry skin. Dry skin can be a life-long problem that can worsen over the years. A reduction in sebum and ceramide production in aged skin and age-related changes in collagen content can lead to the increased incidence of dry skin in the elderly [7,10].

Treatment of dry skin from the view point of conventional medicine

The main intervention for the treatment of dry skin includes topical treatments, fluid intake, balancing sunlight exposure and treating any exacerbating conditions. The skin indicators of tissue integrity include the recovery of skin smoothness and suppleness as manifested by decreased skin scaling and flakiness, repair of cracking and redness, and removal of hyperkeratosis, rash, or itching associated with dry skin [11]. Treatment of dry skin is carried out with the purpose of restoration of the epidermal water barrier. This purpose is obtained with moisturizers that are applied topically on the skin. The person must avoid excessive bathing or use of hot bath or showers. The use of mild soaps rather than harsh soaps or detergents should be recommended. Balneotherapy are used to hydrate the skin in a way that the oils can be added to the bath water or used after the bath. Emollients (occlusive agents) can be used to increase hydration of stratum corneum [7]. The use of lipids, physiological lipids, humectants and antipruritics will help to improve skin hydration, increase skin elasticity and decrease itching. An ideal emollient will also contain an agent to support epidermal differentiation. Choosing the correct emollient and using it regularly plays an important role in the treatment of dry skin [9], while adequate fluid intake is important in controlling dry skin. The recommended minimum fluid intake is about nine 8-ounce cups of fluid per day. Due to the effects of the sun, when the light intensity is high, the exposure should be reduced [11].

Dry skin from the view point of Iranian Traditional Medicine

From the viewpoint of ITM, the fissure was a crack and scar that has occurred in the hands, feet, face, lips and anus [6]. In these cases, the main reason was dry skin. The dryness of skin may be the result of (a) exposure to hot or cold weather and wind (b) an astringent bath, (c) over-abundance of waste humors, (d) abnormal temperament [12].

Treatment of dry skin from the view point of Iranian Traditional Medicine

In ITM, the cause of the disease should be focused on reaching a successful treatment. If the cause was a bad humor, it must be cleaned. In the cases that it was caused by abnormal temperament, the temper should be improved. If the skin had cracked due to heat, medications were used which provided moisture and coldness. When the skin had cracked due to cold weather, some herbal treatments such as Robinia pseudoacacia and Brassica rapa have been used for treatment. The person must correct his diet and use lukewarm water for bathroom [12]. Dry feet were recommended to be immersed in warm water then rubbed with oil or fat. The fats of goat and cattle, castor, olive and sesame oil have been suggested for dry feet. Before applying medication on feet, the person should immerse his feet in warm water. After a little softening,
appropriate sticky remedies have been applied [12].

According to the results of several studies, there has been an advance from traditional moisturizers towards ceramide-dominant physiological lipid-base barrier-repair topical emulsions; these formulations for restoring the normal balance of the epidermal barrier emphasize on physiologic lipid replacement therapy, mainly ceramides. Compared to other emollients that provide a superficial occlusive barrier (e.g., petrolatum), ceramide-dominant moisturizers are thought to penetrate the stratum corneum and to be synthesized in the keratinocytes, processed in the lamellar bodies, and released back into the stratum corneum, so they become a part of the dermal matrix [13]. Herbal oils have an extensive potential for treatment of dry skin with their ability to prevent water loss and sometimes by penetrating to the skin and restoring epidermal lipids due to their phytochemical constituents. Historically, almond oil has been used in Ancient Chinese, Ayurvedic and Greco–Persian schools of medicine to treat dry skin diseases such as psoriasis and eczema [14]. The analysis of almond oil has shown the presence of ceramides which were 60% of total sphingolipids [15]. New studies have also shown that some plants such as Eucalyptus globulus, Citrus limon, Curcuma longa, Emblica officinalis, Sesbania grandiflora, Grifola frondosa, Aloe vera, Persea americana, Linum usitatissimum, Sesamum indicum, and Corylus avellana have demonstrated good effect on dry skin [16-19]. Moreover, among the plants which have been evaluated for improvement of dry skin, those including Olea europea and Beta vulgaris have been cited in ITM and conventional medicine for prevention or treatment of dry skin [20-22].

ITM has recommended that before applying medication on feet, the person should take a bath and immerse his feet in warm water. When the cracks were a little softened, appropriate sticky remedies have been applied [12], and somehow in the same way, in modern medicine, balneotherapy followed by either addition of oil to the bath water or rapid application of emollients (occlusive agents) to the skin while leaving from the bath are recommended [7]. Both conventional and traditional systems of medicine advise to correct the diet and use lukewarm water for bathroom [7,12]. Also topical treatments have been recommended in Iranian Traditional Medicine, some of these topical formulations have been called "qeirooti" that was a mixture of wax and oil. “Qeirooti” had two forms, singular and composite. The singular form contained a mixture of wax and oil, and if other things were added to the mixture, it was called a composite [23]. Some components of "qeirooti" were similar to moisturizers. It had oily ingredients that could act as occlusive and also contained herbal components that directly improved dry skin.

**Conclusion**

Comparing Iranian Traditional Medicine and conventional medicine has revealed that, waxes and oils were used for treatment of skin fissure as a secondary lesion in ITM, while the moisturizers which contain herbal oil are used in conventional medicine.
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